Confirmed Note of Actions from CRU Review Group Meeting, 28 April 2010

Participants:
Sir Muir Russell (MR)
Professor Jim Norton (JN)
Professor Peter Clarke (PC)
Professor Geoffrey Boulton (GB)
Mr David Eyton (DE)
Mr David Walker (DW)
Ms Kate Moffat (KM)
Mr William Hardie (WH)
Mr Mike Granatt (MG) (participated by audio call)

Minutes of 13 April meeting and 22 April conference call

Subject to final comments from the Review Team, the notes of the 13 April and 22 April meetings
were agreed. They should be published on the Review website. Action WH, KM

Media Update

KM updated the Review Team on recent media and press related issues.

Uploading submissions

WH indicated that submissions and correspondence which had been received by the Review
up to 16 April would continue to be uploaded to the Review website. Action WH, KM

Peer Review

It was noted that Richard Horton, chief editor of The Lancet, has been invited to the next
meeting of the Review to present on the peer review process.
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Data mining
It was noted that a trusted, independent, forensic analyst has been engaged by the UEA and
once they are available, he will start work on examining the first set of downloaded emails
from the compromised CRU server.

Progress on the Report

In the context of the updated report outline, the Review considered further the report
layout with a chapter-by-chapter discussion. Review Team members to reflect on the
comments made as they continue to draft the chapters for the report. Action All

The Review Team discussed issues relating to format and editing of the report.

It was noted that while the released CRU emails are currently being hosted on a website,
this might not be the case in the future. The Review Team would consider the possibilities
for web archiving the emails and submissions to the Review. Action MR
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